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FusionLive, an Opidis solution
Engineering Document Control and Project Collaboration in the Cloud
Expected benefits

overall project delivery time by
»»Reduce
up to 20%
»»Start projects up to five times faster
vendor document
»»Accelerate
turnaround by up to 50%
»»RFIs reduced from seven to three days
»»20% increase in worker productivity
project performance and
»»Increase
reduce risk around contractual
obligations

»»Decrease dispute phase
complete, accurate master
»»Supply
document and tag register at handover
up and running in as little as
»»System
two weeks

For Owner Operators and EPCs, successful execution of complex capital projects
requires performance-driven engineering, coupled with the use of innovative
software. FusionLive, a cloud-based collaborative solution, accelerates your project
delivery to drive cost efficiencies, reduce delays and improve profit margins.
With over 25 years’ experience, Opidis has worked with leading engineering
companies around the world to understand the complexities of the project
challenges they face and how to overcome these.
Together, we have developed a pioneering platform that transforms the way
every member of the team works – from project directors to document controllers
and engineers – allowing everyone to share a common view, ensuring decisions
are made using the right information, at the right time. FusionLive offers project
collaboration in a single, secure, easy-to-access system, with best-of-breed
document control and out-of-the-box workflows.
With automated processes, project health insight dashboards, and reduced data
entry, teams are more efficient and managers are enabled to be more proactive in
their daily tasks. Involvement and performance of all project participants, including
all third parties, is clearly visible at all times.
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Smart Project Collaboration
FusionLive drives smart project collaboration through its use of a common, shared environment. From the supply chain to the Owner
Operator, all project participants access the same intuitive interface. Customizable folders facilitate a flexible project breakdown
structure with external suppliers given visibility of only the folders and documents they need access to. Documents can be located in
seconds using the powerful search or flexible folder browsing.

Intuitive quick search

Document lifecycles
and associated
workflows

Review decision code
and comments
Automatic document
numbering
Customizable folder
structure

Smart Document Control
FusionLive facilitates smart document control to simplify the submission process for vendors, automate distribution and reduce
data entry for document control, accelerating the review and document turnaround period. Placeholders for resubmissions are
automatically created, dates are automatically calculated and uploaded documents are automatically matched to their placeholders
reducing errors and saving valuable project time.

Upload
Preload

Master document
register to start
tracking
deliverable dates

Simple vendor upload
via drag and drop

Submit

Start submittal process
automatically on
upload

Smart Document Control
Review
Respond
Respond to reviews
and submittals
in bulk

React

Automatically route
reviews to the correct
engineers

Upcoming deadlines
trigger notifications
and reminders
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Smart Project Dashboards
FusionLive’s smart project dashboards provide insight into every aspect of your project’s health, allowing users to drill down into
your data and act to resolve issues. Expedite directly from the dashboard to follow up with vendors who are late, notify reviewers
who are overdue and respond to submittals that are ready to be returned. Custom reports can be created and scheduled with email
notifications alerting project managers to the latest project status information.

Expedite overdue activities
Identify – at a glance – deliverables that are overdue for submittal, review and issue and escalate directly from the
dashboard to ensure compliance with your contractual obligations.

Monitor vendor performance
Monitor the on-time delivery of vendor documents along with the quality of the documents they are submitting to
identify recurring issues or poor performance.

Monitor team performance
Monitor the volume and status of active business processes across the project. Avoid slippages and highlight
bottlenecks by monitoring team performance and throughput.

Analyze project trends
View monthly summaries of data over the length of the project to monitor changes in performance, use of
resources and progress against forecasted activity.
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Summary of Key Features

“Using the Opidis system
has given us a 20%
increase on the number
of documents we can
process, quality control
check and load into
the system in a day. Its
simplicity and flexibility
has completely changed
our ways of working for
the better”
Tim Houston
Document Control Lead
Torxen Energy

»»Standard document management
o Revision control, full version history, complete audit trail

»»Configurable document categories

o Automatic numbering
o Custom document properties
o Reasons for Issue e.g. IFI, IFR, IFC, As-Built
o Lifecycles e.g. Placeholder, Draft, Reviewed, Approved, Issued

»»Powerful search engine and folder browsing
»»Out of the box workflows
o Transmittals / Submittals
o Reviews / Approvals / TQs / RFIs
o Messages

»»Mobile device support with offline document access
»»Bulk loading of data and documents
»»PDF renditions and watermarking
»»Work package creation and distribution
»»Automatic distribution of the documents according to a distribution matrix
»»Vendor and engineering reviews with comments, mark-ups and consolidation
»»Built-in document viewer with 3D support
»»Advanced reporting with report designer and custom charts
»»Management of the project via graphical actionable dashboards
accurate tag/document relationships with automated engineering tag
»»Establish
extraction and verification

Interested in finding out more?
Get in touch to learn how FusionLive can provide a flexible, accountable and mobile
solution for your engineering projects. To see how some of the world’s leading
engineering companies use FusionLive, visit Opidis.com or contact us by email
marketing@opidis.com
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